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Abstract. A mathematical model of potential spreading along neuron dendrites is
proposed to describe the synaptic transmissions in the so-called cerebellar granule
cells, which consist of a nearly spherical soma emitting a finite number of dendrites.
The model accounts for the nonlinear dependence of the NMDA receptors, located
at the virtual ends of any dendrite, upon the voltage. The corresponding initial-
boundary value problem is formulated in the framework of Sobolev spaces. Existence
and uniqueness of a weak solution are proved along with regularity results ensuring
that the solution is classical.

1. Introduction. In the physiological study of synaptic transmissions between neu-
rons, two interesting facts were experimentally observed. The first one regards the
existence of some central neurons, named cerebellar granule cells, consisting of a
nearly spherical soma which emits four dendrites on the average (see, e.g., [9, 10]).
Each dendrite receives at its virtual end one excitatory synapse, which is therefore
located far away from the somatic recording site. Secondly, the synapses express one
class of receptors, the so-called NMDA receptors, whose dependence on voltage is
nonlinear (cf., e.g., [8, 7, 1, 4]) and which can then interact with membrane potential
in the living neurons.

Then it becomes important to simulate and predict the interactions between voltage
changes originating from one or more synaptic inputs and the synaptic receptors
located on the other dendrites. To this concern we refer to [3], where a mathematical
model of potential spreading along dendrites, assuming linear boundary conditions,
is proposed and identified with respect to experimental situations. In this paper
we are interested in analysing and solving the related mathematical problem in the
general case of nonlinear relationships between potentials and currents at the synaptic
receptors (as stated in, e.g., [1, 4]).

Usually two experimental situations are distinguished, according to whether the
membrane potential or the membrane current is fixed in the soma (allowing the related
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current or potential to change). These conditions are known as voltage-clamp and
current-clamp, respectively, and can be experimentally obtained by the patch-clamp
whole-cell recording technique applied to cerebellar slices (see [4]). Here we study
the mathematical problem related to the latter situation, i.e., current-clamp, while
the results concerning the former can easily be recovered by our analysis.

Referring to [3, 2, 11] for more details and precise dimensions of data and vari-
ables, let us just introduce the basic equations and conditions of the model. Let
N > 1 be the number of dendrites connected to the same soma, and let /■ be
the length of the dendrite denoted by the index i, for i = I, , N. Following
[11], we regard any dendrite as a one-dimensional continuum reduced to an inter-
val [0, /.], where the (common) point x = 0 yields the soma position and x = /■
represents the (free) synaptic end. Taking an arbitrary time T > 0 and letting
U-: ]0, /.[ x ]0, T[—* R, i = 1, ... , N, be the dendritic potentials, the voltage trans-
mission in the dendrite i is described by the following well-known cable equation
(see, e.g., [2, 11, 3]):

tidtui -^]dxxui + w,. = 0 in ]0, /,[ x ]0, T[, (1.1)

where dt, dxx denote the partial derivative with respect to the variable t e ]0, T[
and the second derivative with respect to x e ]0, /([, respectively. Besides xj, A.,
i = I, , N, represent positive constants depending on the physical properties
of the neuronal membrane and (possibly) assuming different values according to
the corresponding dendrite. Then Eq. (1.1) yields a system of N linear parabolic
equations which will be coupled with suitable initial and boundary conditions. As
initial conditions we take

Uj{x, 0) = Wj0(x), xe]0,/(.[, i = I, ... , N, (1.2)

where the rest potentials u jQ, i — I, , N, are experimentally determined. Next,
as all dendrites are attached to the soma, the following N - 1 boundary conditions
have to be satisfied:

«,(0, t) = «2(0, 0 = ••• = w„(0, t), te]0,T[. (1.3)

By considering the current-clamp condition, the current intensity in the soma is pre-
scribed (cf. [3]), i.e.,

N
-S'MW0-0 = 7(0> te]0,T[- (1-4)

1=1

Here al., / = 1, ... , N, are known positive constants related to the conductance of
the dendrites and the operator -dx stands for the outward normal derivatives on
the first ends (always corresponding to x = 0) of the boundaries. Then it remains
to state conditions on the other ends that have to account for the NMDA receptors
activation during synaptic inputs. According to [8, 7, 1, 4], we assume nonlinear
relationships between the current and the applied voltage

dxui(li,t) + gi(ui(li,t)) = 0, f€]0,7L i=1,..., N, (1.5)
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where gt: R —» R, i = 1, ... , N, are given continuous functions, experimentally
obtained in the voltage-clamp situation. Referring to [4, Fig. 3, p. 469] for various
graphs proposed for these functions, let us describe some properties of gi. The be-
haviour in a neighbourhood of —oo may be of two different types: either -co / g,-(£)
or 0 \ gjtfj) as £, \ -oo. In the former case gl increases until a relative maxi-
mum, then it exhibits a local minimum and goes to +oo as £ f +oo. Otherwise,
gt has an absolute minimum, where it takes a negative value, and g;(£) /" +oo as
£ S +oc. Both cases are considered in our analysis, where we just assume that (if g.
is differentiable) the derivative g- is bounded from below by a real number (actually
our assumption (H4) is weaker, see Remark 2.1).

As a first step toward the validation of the model, in this paper we prove an exis-
tence and uniqueness result for the problem (1.1)—(1.5) in the framework of Hilbert
spaces. In order to show the existence of a solution, we introduce a time discretiza-
tion of the problem and find a unique discrete solution by solving suitable nonlinear
equations with the help of monotonicity arguments. Then we state some a priori
estimates and pass to the limit by applying compactness methods to deal with the
nonlinearities. Uniqueness is deduced by contradiction. Moreover, the regularity of
the solution is discussed. For a numerical analysis, which applies our time discretiza-
tion procedure and uses a spectral method in space, we refer to [5], Numerical tests
reproducing experimental conditions and comparison results are reported in [3].

As already mentioned, the problem (1.1)—(1.5) reproduces the current-clamp ex-
perimental condition. If one wants to describe the voltage-clamp situation, the only
differences consist in removing the boundary condition (1.4) and prescribing the po-
tential value in the soma, that is,

m,(0, t) = ••• = w„(0, t) = n(t), <e]0,71 (1.6)
Then it is a standard matter to see that the related problem (1.1)—(1.2) and (1.5)—(1.6)
consists of N independent problems which are easily solvable once the mathematical
study of (1.1)—(1.5) has been performed. Thus here we will not consider the voltage-
clamp problem: actually, the same techniques can be used and the analysis turns out
to be simpler.

The outline of the paper is the following. A variational formulation of the problem
(1.1)—(1.5) is presented in the next section along with our main result. In Sec. 3 we
show that there exists at most one solution. Section 4 is devoted to the approximation
of the problem: a backward finite differences scheme is used. In Sec. 5 we deduce
the a priori estimates, and in Sec. 6 we pass to the limit by the arguments outlined
above. Finally, Sec. 7 contains some remarks about regularity of the solution and
possible extensions of our results.

2. Variational formulation and main result. In this section we shall introduce a
weak formulation of the problem (1.1)—(1.5) and state our existence and uniqueness
theorem. To this aim, we consider the following function spaces:

H := L2(0, /j) x ■ • • x L2(0, lN), (2.1)

V:= {v= (Wj, ... , vN): v( e //'(0, /,-),«,-(0) = v^O) for i,j= 1, ..., N).
(2.2)
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Owing to Eqs. (1.1) and conditions (1.3), we will require that any weak solution
u = (w,, ... , uN) of (1.1)—(1.5) satisfies u(-, t) G V for a.e. t G ]0, T[. Henceforth
we shall use the notation

^(v) := u,(0) = ••• = v„(0) Vv = («,, ... , vN) € V. (2.3)

Let us formally deduce the variational equality for our problem. Take then an
arbitrary v = (w(, ... , vN) G V, multiply Eq. (1.1) by v{, and integrate it over
]0, /;[. By a simple integration by parts and by Eq. (1.5) we obtain

t. f' dluivi + ^ f ' dxuidxvi + A^;(m,.(/(. , •))«,■(/,■)
Jo Jo

+ , 0^(0) + [ Uivi = 0
Jo

for i = 1, ... , N, a.e. in ]0, T[. Multiplying this equation by aj^] and summing
up with respect to i, owing to (1.4) and (2.2) we have that

^ n j rl, N rlj N ~l.
E-jr f d,uivi + J2ai [ dxuidxvi + E TI f uivi
l_1 A.; •'O :_1 JO ,_1 A.- JO

N ' (2.4)
+ a,si(u,Ul, •))",-(',■) = y^(v)

/=!
a.e. in ]0, T[. Therefore, we shall look for u = (w,, ... , uN) satisfying Eq. (2.4)
for any v e V and fulfilling the initial conditions (2.2).

In order to make our statement more precise, we introduce the following bilinear
and continuous forms on H x H:

(v, w) :=J2^T f viwi (2.5)
(=i / Jo

and on V x V:

(v, w) := J2 ai ' dxvidxwi + -£>Jo u,v)j ■ (2-6)

It is a standard matter to check that H and V are Hilbert spaces endowed with
the scalar products defined above and the corresponding norms. Also, by identifying
H with its dual space, it follows easily (cf., e.g., [6] for analogous procedures) that
VcHcV with dense and continuous injections. Next, let us just remark that

V C C°([0, /J) x ••• x C°([0, lN]), (2.7)
so that (see also the definition (2.3)) for a.e. t e [0, T] the term of Eq.
(2.4) yields a linear and continuous operator on V.

Before stating the variational formulation of the problem, we list our assumptions
on the data. Let

(H1) Uq (Hq|, ... , UqN) g Y,
(H2) y&Wl'\0, T),
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(H3) *. € C°(R),
(H4) 3di > 0: for any cj;, rj £ R satisfying i* > rj one has

g,(£) - £,(?) > -dt{£ - 17),

hold for i = I, , N. Then it is easy to see that, owing to (H3) and (2.7), in the
equality (2.4) also the term Yl'iLi > •))W,C1) makes sense.

Remark 2.1. Note that (H4) is a classical one-sided Lipschitz condition. It is
equivalent to requiring that the sum of gt with a large multiple of the identity be
monotone. In addition, if the function g( is differentiate in some point £ € R, then
(H4) entails > -di. On the other hand, let us point out that a wide class of
functions, including the nonlinear relationships between current and voltage fitting
the experimental data (see, e.g., [1, 4]), satisfy the assumptions (H3)-(H4): regarding
monotonicity and behaviour at infinity, several different cases can be considered.

Finally, taking into account (2.5)-(2.6), a precise variational formulation of the
problem (1.1)—(1.5) reads as follows.

Problem (P). Find u = (w,, ... , uN) e H1 (0, T; H) n L2(0, T;\) satisfying

u(0) = u0, (2.8)
N

(0,11, v) + (u, v) + J2aigi(Ui(li' '))«/(*/) = ^(V) WeV, ae- in I0' Tl (2'9)
i=l

Here is our main result.

Theorem 2.1. Under the assumptions (H1)-(H4) there exists one and only one so-
lution u of Problem (P). Moreover,

u 6 C°([0, r];V)nL2(0, T-h\o, /,) X ••• x H2{0, lN)). (2.10)

Remark 2.2. Thanks to (2.10), from Eq. (2.9) it follows that the solution («,, ... ,
uN) of Problem (P) satisfies Eqs. (1.1) a.e. in ]0, /■[ x ]0, T[, for i = 1, ... , N.
Indeed, in order to recover Eq. (1.1) for / = 1 , it suffices to take v = (u,, 0, ... , 0),
with an arbitrary e //(J (0, /j), as a test function in Eq. (2.9), and then integrate
by parts in space. Also, since u e C°([0, T] \ V), by (2.7), (2.8), and (2.2) we have
that Eqs. (1.2) and (1.3) hold for any xe[0, /.] and any / e [0, T], respectively.
Moreover, by choosing suitable test functions in Eq. (2.9) and using Eqs. (1.1), it is
not difficult to show that the boundary conditions (1.4)—(1.5) are satisfied for a.e.
t e ]0, T[. Finally, let us note that, owing to (2.10), (H2), (H3), and (2.7), by
comparison in Eq. (2.9) we obtain dtu e C°([0, T] \ V).

3. Uniqueness. Here we will prove that Problem (P) has at most one solution.
First, let us prepare a simple result.

Lemma 3.1. There exists a positive constant C such that for any v = (u,
V and for i = I,, N one has

KM|2 < C{\ + e_1) [' |i> |2 + e [' \d v.\2 Vx e [0, /,], V£ > 0. (3.1)
Jo Jo
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Proof. Since vt e //' (0, /.) (cf. (2.2)), the inequality

KWI2 < \Vi(y)\2 + 21 f vidxvi
\J X

holds for any x, y e [0, /.]. By integrating it over [0, /(] with respect to y, we
deduce that

/,K(*)|2 < [' \vt\2 + 2/,. [' |v,.| la^-i
Jo J 0

Then (3.1) follows from a well-known estimate applied to the second term of the
right-hand side. We can take, for instance, C = max{ I, l/l{, ... , l/lN} .

Now assume by contradiction that there exist two different solutions u and u of
Problem (P) and set u = u - u. We take the difference of Eqs. (2.9) corresponding
to u and u, respectively, and then choose v = u and integrate in time accounting
for the initial conditions (2.8). Thus we obtain

I||«WIIh +[ ||n(s)||y<fc = - f ^ai.(^.(M.(/;.,5))-gi.(M;.(/,.,5)))M;(/,,5)^ (3.2)
1 Jo Jo i=I

for any t e [0, T]. In order to estimate the right-hand side of Eq. (3.2), we start to
remark that the assumption (H4) can be equivalently formulated as

(£,-(£) - #,(>/))(£ -n)> -1\2 V£,»/gR. (3.3)
Then, from (3.2)—(3.3) it follows that

l\Ht)\\2H+ [ \\u(s)\\lds < [ J2aidi\ui(li' 5)|2ds
z Jo Jo

and, thanks to Lemma 3.1 and to the definitions (2.5)-(2.6), there is a constant C
such that

[ y^2aidi\ui{li,s)\2ds <C [ \\u{s)\\2Hds + ^ [ ||u(s)||v<fc,
Jo Jo Z Jo

where, for instance, C = max{t5f;.A^C(l + 2di)/zj, i = I, ... , N}. Therefore, we
have

IK0IIh+ rilu(5)ll^<2C/"||u(5)Hh^ vre[0,r]. (3.4)
Jo Jo

Hence, by applying the Gronwall lemma, we conclude that u = u - u = 0, that is a
contradiction.

Remark 3.1. Concerning the assumptions on the data of Problem (P), let us point
out that (H4) is the only hypothesis we have considered in proving uniqueness.

4. Approximation. In this section we approximate Problem (P) by using an implicit
time discretization procedure. Therefore, let M be an arbitrary positive integer and
let h := T jM denote the time step in our backward finite differences scheme. Setting
for j = 0, 1, ... , M

yJ-=y{jh), (4.1)
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we consider the following
Problem (Pa) . Find U7 = (U{, ... , UJN) e V, j - 0, 1, , M, satisfying

U° = u0 (4.2)

and, for j - I, ... , M,

v\ + (U7, v) + £ aigi,(£//(/,,))«,.(/,.) = y^(v) Vv e V. (4.3)
\ / (=i

We shall prove that, for a time step h sufficiently small, Problem (P^) has one
and only one solution (U°, U1, ... , \JM). Thanks to the position (4.2), it suffices
to show existence and uniqueness of UJ e V solving the variational equality (4.3)
where U7_1 is given. In order to simplify notation, let us set w = U7-1 and remove
the index j from LJ7 and yJ. Actually, we will prove that there exists one and only
one TV-tuple (Ul, ... , UN) of functions satisfying

(r, + h)Ut- hk)dxx £/. = in ]0, /,[, (4.4)
dxUi(li) + gi(Ul(li)) = 0 for i — I,, N, (4.5)

^(0) = U2(0) = ■ ■ ■ = UN(0), (4.6)

= (4-?)
;=1

where obviously the operators d , dxx now have the meaning of total derivatives.
Then it will be easy to verify (arguing as in, e.g., the deduction of Eq. (2.4)) that
U = ([/,,... , UN) is the solution of Eq. (4.3).

Our existence and uniqueness proof for the system (4.4)-(4.7) makes use of a
parallel method, which consists in setting t/,(0) = • • • = UN(0) — a for an arbitrary
a e R, then solving the N independent problems in (4.4)-(4.6), and finally looking
for a such that Eq. (4.7) be satisfied. We split this argument into two parts.

Lemma 4.1. If the time step h is small enough, for any a e R there exists one and
only one TV-tuple (t/(a)j, ... , U{a)N) e V of functions fulfilling Eqs. (4.4)-(4.5) and
such that

U(a)l(0) = a for i = 1, ... , TV. (4.8)

Proof. Here the index i is fixed. Recalling that w = (u;,, ... , wN) e V (cf. (4.2)
and (HI)), let vt e H (0, /() be the solution of the following linear boundary value
problem:

(t( + h)v® - h^dxxv] = xiwi in ]0, /.[, (4.9)

^;°(/,) = 0, (4.10)

uf°(0) = 0. (4.11)

Note that i>(° does not depend on a. Then, by taking the difference between Eqs.
(4.4) and (4.9) and accounting for the boundary conditions (4.5), (4.8), (4.10)—(4.11),
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it remains to prove that there is one and only one smooth function u(a)/ = U{a)i -
satisfying

(Ti + h)v(«)i ~ hx2idxxv(a)i = 0 in ]°> (4-12)

+ + «?(',)) = 0, (4.13)
w(a)l-(0) = a. (4.14)

Now, it is straightforward to check that any solution of Eqs. (4.12) and (4.14) can
be expressed by

v,(a)(x) = acosh(m.x) + c; sinh(m.x) Vxe[0,/;], (4.15)

where c is an arbitrary constant and

mi := yJl + VJh j A(. > 0. (4.16)

Letting F : R2 -+ R be defined by

Ft(P, £) := sinh(w,/,) + £ cosh(m//l)) + #,.()? cosh(m;/i) + £ sinh(mI7I.) + (/,-)),
it is easy to see that Eqs. (4.15) and (4.13) yield the equality

Ft(a,ct) = 0. (4.17)
We have to prove that there exists one and only one c; e R solving Eq. (4.17). From
(H3)-(H4) it follows that Fi is a continuous function satisfying

Fj(a, £) - Ft{a, rj) > {mj cosh(m,/,) - dl sinh(w,/,))^ - r/)

for any £, rj e R such that £ > rj. Observe also that

m[ cosh(w-/J) - sinh(m;/I) > 0 (4.18)

provided mi is sufficiently large, that is (cf. definition (4.16)), h is sufficiently small.
Letting inequality (4.18) hold, F:(a, •) is continuous, strictly increasing, and such
that Fj(a, rj) —► ±oo as rj —> ±oo. Hence Eq. (4.17) has a unique solution and we
can define the function

c(:R—»R satisfying Fj(a,cj(a)) = 0. (4.19)
Then, recalling Eqs. (4.12)—(4.15), we conclude the proof of the lemma.

Lemma 4.2. If the time step h is small enough, there exists one and only one a e R
such that

-X> = (4.20)
(=1

Moreover, (^(a)1, • • • , U^N) e V yields the solution of problem (4.4)-(4.7).

Proof. Letting the notation of the previous lemma hold, we set bt := dxv^(0) for
i — I, ... , N. Note that these values are independent of a. Hence, owing to Eqs.
(4.19) and (4.15), we can rewrite Eq. (4.20) as

N N
EWiia) = -y ~J2aibi- (4-21)
(=i /=l
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We are going to prove that this equation has a unique solution for the functions
c,■: R —> R, i = I,, N, are all continuous, strictly decreasing, and such that
Cj(ct) —> Too as a —► ±00. Now, the continuity of c( follows easily from the
continuity and monotonicity properties of the function Fj \ indeed (see (4.19)) it
suffices to argue as in the proof of the well-known implicit function theorem. In
order to prove the other assertions, first we assume that the quantities mi, defined
by (4.16), satisfy

mi tanh(w;/;) > d■ for i = 1, ... , N. (4.22)
Observe that, if the time step h is sufficiently small, the inequalities (4.22) hold.
Also, it is not difficult to check that (4.22) implies (4.18). Then, for a > p let us
show that c;(a) < c( (/?). Assume by contradiction that c;(q) > ct(P). But, since (cf.
(4.19))

Fl(a,ci(a))-FlU1,ci(f})) = 0 (4.23)
and

a cosh(m./.) + c.(a) sinh(wi/.) + > P cosh(m./.) + cf(/?) sinh(m./.) + vi{lj),

with the help of (H4) and (4.18) it is straightforward to deduce that

(a - sinh(wf/(.) - di cosh(w./.)) < 0,

whence, owing to (4.22), we get a contradiction. Therefore, c; is strictly decreasing.
Now we prove a stronger inequality. Multiplying (4.23) by (a - /?) cosh(w(/(.) +
(c.(a) - c;(/?)) sinh(m(/(), from (3.3) (equivalent version of (H4)) it follows that

w;{(a - P)2 sinh(m!/.) cosh(m//i) + (a - j8)(c(.(a) - c;(^))(sinh2(m(/() + cosh2(m//.))

+ (c,-(a) - c.(P))2 sinh(w,./,) cosh(w;/.)}

< dt{{a - P)2 cosh2{mjlj) + 2(a - y9)(c((a) - c^p)) sinh(m^) cosh(wj/.)

+ {ci(a)-ci(p))2sinh2(mili)}.

By choosing a > p and eliminating some terms like
2 . 2(cAa) — cj(P)) (mj sinh(w./.) cosh(m;/I) - d{ sinh (w ■/.)),

which is positive because of (4.18), the above inequality reduces to

m.(a - j8)(ci(a) - cf(jff))(sinh2(mi/I-) + cosh2(w,/;))
2 2< (a - P) {di cosh (m^;) - mj sinh(mj/;.) cosh(mi/.)).

Hence by (4.22) there exists a positive constant c, depending on mj, , /(, i =
1, ... , AT, such that

Cj(a) - c({P) <-c(a - P) for i = 1, ... , N, (4.24)

for any a, P e R with a > P. Finally, thanks to (4.24), it is easy to see that
c((a) —> =foo as a —> ±oo , and the lemma is completely proved.

Thus, by means of the previous two lemmata (cf. in particular (4.22) and (4.16)),
we get the following result.
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Proposition 4.1. Under the assumptions (HI), (H3), and (H4), there is a positive
constant h , depending only on r., Xt, I, dj, i = I, ... , N, such that for any time
step h < h Problem (PA) has one and only one solution.

5. A priori estimates. This section is devoted to the proof of some estimates con-
cerning the solution of Problem (PA). First, recalling that h = T/M, we introduce
the approximating functions. Let u'1 e Z.'(0, T; V) and yh e Ll(0, T) be defined
by

uh(t) := UJ and yh(t) := yJ if (j - l)h < t < jh , (5.1)

for j = I, , M. Consider also the function ah e C°([0, T]; V) satisfying

u(t):=\JJ + VJ ~^J (t-jh) Vte[(j-l)h,jh],j=l,...,M. (5.2)

Owing to these positions, Eqs. (4.2), (4.3) can be rewritten (with obvious notation
for the N components of u ) as

uA(0) = u0, (5.3)
N

{dtu,\) + (u*, v) + ^aigi(u*(li, •))«,-(',-) = /^(*) Vv e V, a.e. in ]0, T[.
i= i (5.4)

The next statement provides estimates, independent of h , for the functions u and
L  

u . Recalling that h is defined by Proposition 4.1, we have the following.

Proposition 5.1. Assume that (HI), (H2), and (H4) hold. Then there exist two
positive constants h{ < h and C, such that for any time step h <hx one has

II" ll/f'(0,r;H) + ^11" H//'(0, T;V)

+ llU llLoo(0,r;V)nL2(0,r;//2(0,/,)x --x//2(0,/A,)) - (5-5)

Moreover, hx depends only on t(, A,, /,, rf,, / = 1, ... , N.
Proof. We first deduce an auxiliary estimate which will be useful for deriving (5.5).

By choosing v = in Eq. (4.3), it is straightforward to see that

^I|UjHh + i||Uy - U^'ll2h - ^||UJ_1||„ + h\\uj\\l
N

(£//(/,))-,?,( 0))Uj(li)
i= 1
N

(5.6)

-hY,aigi{0)U1i{li) + h7J^\3J)
i=i

for j = 1, ... , M. With the help of (H4) (or (3.3)) and Lemma 3.1 (cf. also the
proof of (3.4)) we deduce that there is a constant C2, independent of h , such that

-X>,(^(/,)) - S,(0))t//(/,) < < C2\\Vj\\2h + ^||UJ||J, (5.7)
i=l ;=1
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2where, for instance, C2 = m&x{diXiC{\ + Adi)/zi, i = 1,N}. Besides, on
account of the inequality (3.1) and the definitions (2.6) and (2.3), it is easy to find
a constant C3, say C3 = (max{(l + 2CA2j)/aj, i = I, , N})1/2, such that, for
i = I,..., N,

|C//(/,)| < C3||U%, |^(U7)| < C3||U7||v. (5.8)
Then, owing to Eq. (4.1) and (H2), by applying elementary inequalities we have

N / u \ 2

i=i
< (c3X>,l<?,(0)|j +^lluJllv> (5.9)

|/^(UJ)| < (C3||y||co([0ir]))2 + l-\\Vj\\l (5.10)

By estimating the right-hand side of Eq. (5.6) with the help of inequalities (5.7),
(5.9), and (5.10), we obtain

5HU;IIh + \\\UJ -u>_1IIh - ^IIU^'IIh + Jliu'llv
< 2C2h(\\Vj-1 W2h + ||U7 - 1 lli) + hCA

for j = I, , M, where C4 = (C3 a,.|g;.(0)|)2 + (C3||7||co([0ir]))2 . Summing
up for j — \, K (< M) and choosing hx = 1 /(8C2) (in the case C2 = 0, i.e.,
dx — ■ ■ ■ — dN = 0, let = h), by means of Eq. (4.2) and (HI) we deduce that

^IIU^IIh + 7 Hi + i •£ Aiiu'llJ
J=1 j=l (5.11)

K-1 v '

<~\\%\\2u + 2C2j^h\\l]J\\2H + TC4
j=0

for any h < /?, and for K = I,, M. Hence, by applying the discrete Gronwall
lemma to the positive finite sequence {HU'll^, ... , ||UM||^}, thanks to inequality
(5.11) it is not difficult to find a constant C5, depending only on T, C2, C4 , and
||u0||H, such that

M M

IIU^IIh + £ llU' - U^'Hh + E*llu'llv < for K = 1, ... , M. (5.12)
j=i j=i

Now, using also inequality (5.12), we prove the stronger estimate (5.5). Taking
v = U; - U7_1 in Eq. (4.3) and summing for j = \ , , K with K < M, by Eq.
(4.2) we infer that

K

E"
7=1

uJ_u"12+iiiu^ij+ix:iiu;-^-iii2
h 2 j=i (5.13)

illUoll l + S(K) + S(K),
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where

S.m *-£a£ktAUl«l))SB^p&,
i=i j= i

K

Sy{K) :=£/^(U7'-^'"1).
7=1

We are going to estimate the terms 5 and S . Setting G^i) := ^g^dr] for any
<!; € R, it is not difficult to verify that (H4) implies

G^)>gim-d^/2 V£ € R. (5.14)
Hence, on account of (5.1), (5.3), and (3.3), it is easy to see that

N rKh
Sg(K) = - T,ai I gi{Mhi[li,t))dtuhi{li,t)dt

N fKh= -J2ai I £«(fl« (/,, t))dlui (/., t) dt
i=i ^
ip * f^h , t hn i-hn ,\\\Ui Ui' *) — Ui' ^

~ Ju_l)h^U' {l> ' f)) " ^ ' f))) jh_ t  dt

< (/,.)) -G'(Moi.(/,.)))
i=i

+±aA±j'k Mima')i;„
,= 1 _/= 1

jh - t

s £ «< (G'<"o,e,» - f icf(/,)i2)
i=l V y

+Ei;¥iif/(',)-cr,(yi2, - , Tj l" ^

7=1 1=1

for AT = 1, ... , Af. Then, by (HI), (2.7), (5.7), (5.9), and (5.12) we infer that there
is constant C6, independent of h , such that

Sg(K) <c6 + l-\\\JK\\l + i £ ||U; - iT'll* (5.15)
7=1

for K = 1, , M, where, for instance,

c6 = E (/,.))! + 2 (c3 J2 ^l^(O)l) + c2c5.
1=1 \ ;=1 /

Next, since the operator ^ is linear, it is not difficult to check that

Sy(K) := yK£T0{VK) - y'^0(U°) - £(/' - yj~X)^{U7'"1),
7=2
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whence, owing to (5.8), (4.1), (4.2), (HI), and (H2) (cf. also (5.10)), we obtain

\Sy(K)\ < ^llU^Hy + 4(C3||y||co([0;71))2 + illujJ
K

+ C3max{||U;||v,7 = l,...,M}^
7=2

for K = 1, , M, where y e L (0, T) is the derivative of the function y . By
estimating the right-hand side of Eq. (5.13) with the help of inequalities (5.15)-(5.16),
it is easy to find a constant C1, depending only on C6 , ||u0||v, and
such that

fjh , (5.16)
/ y (0 dt

w1'1(o,r)'

K

2>
7=1

uj-vj-1
h

2

+ 5llu*ilv + Tl>
H 7=1

K uj-vj~l 2

(5.17)
<C7 + ^maX{||U7||J,; = l,...,M}

for = 1, ... , M. Now, taking the maximum with respect to K of the left-hand
side of (5.17), by Eqs. (5.1), (5.2) we deduce that

n r, -A||2 3A|. hn2 1 || h.,2
IKU II Z.2(0, 7"; H) g 11Z.2 (0, 7"; V) 8 llL°°(0,r;V)

< 2C? + — ||U ||L«-(o;7-;V) '
hence, recalling also inequality (5.12), we infer that

II® 7";H) ^11® H/7'(o, t-,\) II® 11 l°° (o, t ; v) bounded (5.18)
independently of h . Then, it is not difficult (cf. Remark 2.2) to recover from Eq.
(5.4) the following equations:

+■«* = <) inL2(0, r;/r'(0, /.)), (5.19)
for i — I,... , N. Finally, owing to (5.18), by comparison inside Eq. (5.19) we have
that

11"'1 llz*2(o, t ■, //2(o, /,)x x//2(o tiN)) is bounded independently of h, (5.20)
and this concludes the proof.

Remark 5.1. Recalling the positions (5.1), (5.2), let us point out that (5.5) implies
the boundedness of ||uA||co([0 r] V) independently of h. However, we cannot deduce

that the sequence {u^} is bounded in L2{0, T; H2(0, x • • • x H2(0, lN)) for we
just know that u0 e V (cf. Eq. (4.2) and (HI)).

Since we want to apply a compactnesses result in taking the limit as h \ 0, we
need to consider approximating sufficiently smooth functions. Then let us conclude
the present section by defining

a{t):=u(h) ifte[0,h[, u'{t):=u(t) if te [h, T] (5.21)
and observing that (see (5.5), (5.1), (5.2), and Remark 5.1)

II® H//'(0, 7"; H)nC°([0, T]; V)nL2(0 ,T; T/2(0, /,) x ••• x//2(0, Z^,)) - Q (5-22)
for any time step h <hx, where Cg is a constant depending only on C, .
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6. Passage to the limit. Here, by taking the limit in Problem (PA) as h goes to 0,
we shall show that Problem (P) has at least one solution, so that (cf. Sec. 3) Theorem
2.1 will be completely proved.

In order to pass to the limit in Eqs. (5.3), (5.4), let us first remark that

yh —» y strongly in L2(0, T) as h \ 0. (6.1)

In fact, one has (cf. (5.1), (4.1), and (H2))
M fjht rjn ■>

yh2(OT) = J2 \vUh)-y{t)\ dt
j=xhi-\)h
M rjh I rjh

= J2 \ y'(s)ds
J(j— 1 )h \ Jt

dt
(6.2)j=\ JU-i)h

M \ fjh ^ M ~jh
<hJ2/ 1/(^)1^ 1/(^)1^

j= i \hi-\)h j= i U i)h

= Ally ll/,'(o,t)
for any time step h . Next, by the a priori estimate (5.22) there exist u = («,, ... , uN)
such that, possibly taking subsequences,

u'1 —>u weakly in//'(O, r;H)nL2(0, T\ H2{0, /,) x ■ ■ • x H2{0, lN)), (6.3)

u —> u weakly star in L°°(0, T; V) (6.4)

as h \ 0. Since H2(0, /.) c Hx{0, /;) C L2{0, /,) with dense and compact em-
beddings, then, accounting for (6.3), (2.1), and (2.2), from the Aubin compactness
lemma (see, e.g., [6, p. 58]) it follows that

strongly in L2(0, T, h\0, /()), for / = 1, ... , N. (6.5)

Moreover, (6.5) and (6.4) entail

—* u strongly in l}{0, T; V) (6.6)

as h \ 0 . Let us also remark that (6.3) implies u e C°([0, T]; V): indeed it suffices,
for instance, to apply well-known interpolation results since, for i = \ , N ,

1 2 2H (0, /.) is the intermediate space between H (0, /() and L (0, /;).
We are going to prove that u is a solution of Problem (P). Since (cf. (5.1), (5.2),

(5.21), and (5.5))

II-'1 ~AII2 , II h ~AII2 Av-^||TTj Tjj—1 ||2 , . /£ "7\
llu — U IL2(0, T;V) + HU — U Hz,2(0,7";V) ~~ 3 ^ Hv — 3 ' (^-7)

j=l

by (6.6) we easily deduce that

uA —> u weakly in //'(0, T; H) and strongly in L2(0, T \ V), (6.8)

x\h —> u weakly star in L°°(0, T; V) and strongly in L2(0, T; Y) (6.9)

as h \ 0. Owing to (6.8), taking the limit in Eq. (5.3) we obtain Eq. (2.8). From
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(6.9) (cf. also (2.7)) it follow that, at least for subsequences,

, •) -> «,(/, , •) strongly in L2(0, T) and a.e. in ]0, T[. (6.10)

Then, by (H3), g((i^(/(-, •)) -> £,(«,-(/,-, •)) ae- *n ]0 > T[. Since, on account of (6.9),
we also have that || £,•(«*(/,■ rj is bounded independently of h , by applying
the Lebesgue dominated convergence theorem we conclude that

Vj. •)) — £,(",(',•» ')) strongly in L2(0, T) (6.11)

as h \ 0, for / = 1, ... , N. Finally, with the help of (5.4), (6.1), (6.8), (6.9), and
(6.11), it is a standard matter to check that u = {u{, ... , uN) solves Eq. (2.9).

Remark 6.1. Since any weak limit point of {u } must coincide with the unique
(cf. Sec. 3) solution u of Problem (P), the convergences (6.3)-(6.6) and (6.8), (6.9)
hold for the whole sequences. Also, assuming the functions gx, ... , gN are locally
Lipschitz continuous in R, it is not difficult to find a constant C9 , independent of
h, such that

II™ ~ Ullc°([0>r];H)nL2(0,r;V) — ̂ 9^ ■ (6-12)
Indeed, it suffices to take the dilference between Eqs. (5 4) and (2.9), choose v =
u - u, and integrate in time accounting for Eqs. (5.3) and (2.8) (see Sec. 3 for an
analogous procedure). Then the right-hand side can be estimated making use of (6.7),
(H4), (3.1), and (6.2). However, error estimates similar to (6.12) (but accounting for
the space collocation too) and details of the numerical approximation can be found
in [5],

Remark 6.2. By removing the term (<9(u, v) from Eq. (2.9), the reduced varia-
tional equality corresponds to the steady-state problem related to (P). Concerning
this problem, by the arguments of Sec. 4 it is not difficult to see that the conditions
(H3), (H4) are not sufficient to guarantee existence and/or uniqueness of a solution:
indeed, it suffices to choose g;(£) = A£ + Bt for arbitrary At, Bi e R to obtain a
variety of examples. Even requiring further assumptions related to the behaviour of
experimental functions gi (see Sec. 1), it is no longer clear whether the steady-state
problem has a unique solution (actually, it is easy to check that nonuniqueness may
occur in the simpler voltage-clamp case).

Remark 6.3. Given some f =(/,,... , fN) e L2(0, T \ H), let us point out that
the existence and uniqueness result stated by Theorem 2.1 still holds when the ad-
ditional term (f, v) is included in the right-hand side of Eq. (2.9). Obviously the
presence of such a term yields nonhomogeneous cable equations, that is (instead of
Eq. (1.1)),

Xidtui - ^idxxui + Ui = Tifi a-e- in ]°> l\ X ]°> (6-13)

7. Regularity and final remarks. In this section we shall prove a regularity result for
the solution of Problem (P) without requiring further assumptions on the functions
gl., i = I, , N. Regarding the other data, in addition to (HI) we assume that

(H5) 3v0 e H: (uQ, v) + aigi(u0i(li, •))",■(',■) - y(0)^(v) = (▼„,▼) Vv € V,
(H6) yeHl(0, T).
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Observe that (see Remark 2.2) (H5) yields u0l e H2{0, /■), i = 1, ... , N, along
with the compatibility conditions

N

dxuM + 8t(uM) = 0 f°r i=\, ... , N, =
/=i

Theorem 7.1. Assume that (HI), (H3), (H4), (H5), and (H6) hold. Then the solu-
tion u of Problem (P) satisfies

u6(f1'oo(0,r;H)n//l(0,r;y). (7.1)

Proof. We shall show that (cf. Sec. 5) the sequence {u } is bounded, indepen-
dently of h, in the above space so that we shall deduce the regularity (7.1) for the
weak limit u (see Sec. 6). Therefore, we are going to state another a priori estimate.
We write Eq. (4.3) also for the index (j - 1), take the difference of the equations,
and choose v = (U' - \j'~l)/h . Then on account of condition (2.3), it is a standard
matter to see that

1 u;-uy-'
h

1
- 2

2

+ h
H

UJ - u;_1
2

u-7-1 - u7-2

h v

+ ^~/ U7-UJ-') (7.2)
H

2 J

h

- j !>,(*,("/(',)) - - u>-\i,))
i= 1

for j = 2, ... , M. On the other hand, consider Eq. (4.3) just for j = 1 and take
v = (U1 - U°)/h . With the help of (4.2) and (H5) we infer that

U1 — U°
2

+ h
H

u1 -u°

. 1 || || 2 1
- 2"V°"h 2

h

U'-U°
v

2

+ ^^W-U°) (7.3)

- jE'iWi'cd) - »)("'<'/) - f°c,))
;= 1

By summing inequalities (7.2) with respect to j, on account of (7.3) we have that

u^-u*-1
2 K

H 7 = 1

U^-U^1
2

h

<^IMh + E/"/ '^(U,-UJ-1) (7.4)2'
7=1

- £ <"/(',»- SiWj~\i,)))wtu,) - u'-'vj)
7=1 i=l

for K = I, , M. Recalling inequalities (5.7), (5.8), and (5.10), it is not difficult
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to verify that
J J~l
y_-r crmi 1

and that

'j—ZWJ-UJ~l)<h ^ [Jh y\t)dt
n n J(j-\)h

2
h+ 4 U7 - U7~'

h

2

(7.5)

- T - gt{u!-\iMuhit) - uj-W)*,=>

< C2h U7 -U7-' 2 h+ 4
H

u7 - u-7-1

h

(7.6)

v
for j = 1, , M. Then, by means of inequalities (7.4)-(7.6) and the Holder
inequality we easily obtain

2 K u7 - u7~ 1
h

U7 - U7~1

2

+
H j= 1 V

K i 2

<imh+2c2x;^
j=i

(7.7)
+ 2(C3||y'||L2(0)7,)2

H

for iST = 1, ... , M. Owing to (5.1), (5.2), (5.5), (H5), and (H6), from (7.7) it
follows that

II" llwl,oo(0,r;H)n#l(0,7";V) — ̂ "l0

for some constant C10 depending only on C,, C2, C3, ||v0||H,and ||/||L2(0 r). Thus
we conclude the proof.

Remark 7.1. Note that (7.1) and (1.1) yield

w, € L°°(0, T• H2{0, /,.)) HL2(0, r;//3(0,/.)) (7.9)
for i = 1, ... , AT. Indeed, it suffices to recall (2.1), (2.2) and compare the terms in
(1.1). Hence, by interpolation, dxu, € C°([0, T]\ H\0, /,.)) C C°([0, /,] x [0, T]),
i = I, , N, and consequently Eq. (1.4) holds for any t e [0, 7"]. However, let us
point out that, by Eq. (1.1) and well-known statements on parabolic equations, the
solution u of Problem (P) satisfies m( e C°°(]0, /([ x ]0, T[) independently of the
regularity of u0, y, gt, i = I, , N. Then, under the assumptions of Theorem
7.1, (ttj, ... , uN) is a classical solution of system (1.1)—(1.5).

Remark 7.2. If the term (f, v) is added in the right-hand side of Eq. (2.9) (cf.
Remark 6.3), (7.1) still holds provided that f e '1 (0, T; H). Obviously, in
this case it is no longer true (see Eq. (6.13)) that ut e C°°(]0, /([ x ]0, T[) for
i = I, , N.

Remark 7.3. The results contained in this paper extend to the case of functions
g{, ... , gN depending also on the time. Concerning this setting, it is not difficult to
check that a sufficient condition (replacing (H3), (H4)) is given, for instance, by the
following:

g, e C°(R x [0, T\) satisfies , t) - gt{r}, t) > -d^ - rj)
for any g > tj and t e [0, T], i = I, , N.
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